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00:19:14
Rhiannon Verschuer: Hi all - Rhiannon from The Australia Institute here. Thanks for
joining us today. Looking forward to a great webinar!
Just a little reminder that the chat has options for ‘all panellists’ or ‘all panellists and attendees’.
Choose the latter option to participate in the chat with everyone.
Also, use the Q&A function to submit questions for the panellists to answer live, or upvote any
other questions you’d like answered!
00:19:49
Ahmad Masri: Good morning from Docklands, Victoria.
00:20:07
jannene kyytsonen: Greetings from about to be un-locked down dharawal country
00:20:38
Kana Leya:
Good morning everyone ! :) Grateful to gather together, greetings
from Sydney Australia
00:21:19
Freya Higgins-desbiolles:
Here on unceded Kaurna lands. I hope we get to hear
Richie's chooks again in addition to this special talk.
00:21:25
Polly Hemming:
https://twitter.com/Gladys_H_/status/1430115439653257218
00:21:42
Christaan Cartledge: Hullo from Dharawal country (Wollongong).
00:21:46
Natasha Verma:
Bula everyone, greetings from Suva!
00:21:51
Andreas Ojanggai: Good Morning everyone and have a nice day from West
Papua
00:22:09
Ida Tupai Faasalafa: Good morning from Maroubra.
00:22:16
Virginia Mansel Lees: Hello everyone - I cam on the lands of the Dudaroha people
whose land was never ceded
00:22:19
jannene kyytsonen: Visited Samoa in February 20 and I pretty well rained the
whole time, but fabulous people and landscape.
00:22:28
Diana Madden:
good morning from Gadigal Country
00:22:28
Faith Siaosi: Talofa from Melbourne
00:22:42
Sen Lealamanua T Autagavaia:
Talofa your Hon PM Fiame Naomi Mata'afa
from Sydney Australia.
00:22:58
Robert McLaughlin: Hello from Wiadjuri country.
00:23:08
Greg ("Darwin", Larrakia country, Australia):
Importantly, since the
troposphere doesn't seem to respect our arbitrary political national boundaries, the only relevant
measure is "emissions per capita". Australian residents are exceeded only by the oil-exporting allstars; they are more than twice as high as those from China; and they are even higher than those
who live in USA!
00:23:09
Sabine Kacha: Hello from Gadigal country
00:23:23
Noelene Nabulivou: Talofa lava, Kia Orana, Malo e lelei, Ni sa bula vinaka, Ia orana,
Fakaalofa lahi atu, Taloha ni, Halo olketa, Kam na mauri, Kia ora, Namaste, and Hello. Noelene
Nabulivou, Director, DIVA for Equality, Women Defend Commons Network and GEF Global Action
Coalition on ‘Feminist Action for Climate Justice’, joining from Nadera, Fiji. Looking forward to this
session.
00:23:38
Sharon Holmes:
G'day from Kaurna country (Largs Bay SA)
00:23:41
Hean Bee Wee:
Hi everyone. I am Hean Bee Wee rom Melbourne. President
of ICW/APRC
00:24:06
Maria Tuua: good morning everyone from Melbourne ,Talofa to our PM FIAME
NAOMI MATAAFA
00:24:26
Kaye Paton: hi from Ngurra country
00:24:39
Sharon Bhagwan-Rolls:
Good morning from Suva, Fiji - joining from the
Shifting the Power Coalition Regional Hub
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00:24:57
Uani Havea: Mālō e laumālie Ta'ahine Fiame Naomi Matā'afa.
00:25:07
Catherine Byrne:
Hi from Cammeraygal Country. V much looking forward to this
important conversation.
00:25:07
Polly Hemming:
To introduce Gladys you can see this powerful video where
she visits her grandparents home in the Pacific that is now completely submerged by rising sea
levels: https://www.bbc.com/reel/video/p09lpjnj/is-this-the-first-island-to-vanish-due-to-climatechange00:25:22
Ida Tupai Faasalafa: Good morning to our beautiful Madam PM of Samoa, malo le
soifua ile Sao Faapito
00:25:40
Marjorie Rauch:
Hello all. Anne Rauch from Gadigal country (Sydney)
00:26:08
Marion Jacka: Greetings Hon PM Fiame Naomi Mata'afa from Dharawal land in
NSW. Thank you for your time.
00:26:11
Noelene Nabulivou: Talofa and congratulations, Hon Samoa PM Fiame Naomi
Mata’afa.
00:26:27
Jennifer Mary:thank you to Samoa PM for stepping up to lead her country, and us
laggards, forward
00:26:56
Sherryl Broderick:
Thank you for your time Prime Minister, welcome from
Gundungara country
00:26:58
Mema Motusaga:
Malo le soifua, lau Afioga i le Sao Faapito, lau Afioga Tamaitai
Palemia. Lele malie lau tia, matou tapuai atu - Mema Motusaga
00:27:17
Alicia Colley: Good morning from Boon Wurrung country Point Cook
00:27:24
Ida Tupai Faasalafa:
00:27:38
Claire Tolovaa:
🇼🇸🇼🇸🇼🇸🇼🇸
00:28:02
David Haines: Talofa everyone from Gundangara land in the Southern Highlands of
NSW.
00:28:04
Minerva Patu: Talofa from beautiful Sydney
00:28:35
Sen Lealamanua T Autagavaia:
🇼🇸
00:29:47
Ida Tupai Faasalafa:
Hon Fiame Naomi Mataafa
00:29:48
Helen Hill:
Greetings from Timor-Leste, this session takes me back to my years
working for the Commonwealth Youth Program in Fiji 1987-1890 with Pacific Islanders from all the
Commonwealth countries, environment was just beginning to become an issue then, and lots of
worry about Australia's position. Greetings Prime Minister of Samoa, I have visited your beautiful
country several times.
00:30:20
meipo anitema:
Malo le soifua from the land of the people of Wathaurung,
Woiwurrung and Boonwurrung peoples of the Kulin Nation.
00:31:08
John Millar: Fa from Ngarrandjeri country. My brother was part of the VAGST
taskforce 20+ years ago.
00:31:09
Ahmad Masri: congratulations and faamalo faafetai Hon. Mata'afa.
00:31:52
Peter Maywald:
Malo e lelei on behalf of Tongan participants.
00:33:26
Sabine Kacha: Torres Strait Islander feeling the impacts of climate change have
brought a complaint against the UN, very concerned about current proposed amendments
weakening the NT Aboriginal Land Rights Act as well as threats to Fracking, destroying
environment and violating First Nations Peoples’ rights even further
00:33:41
Sabine Kacha: Please join Reconciliation for Western Sydney Virtual Building Bridges
on 27 Oct when Jon Altman will be speaking about concerning amendments to the NT Aboriginal
Land Rights Act in his talk “Land Rights at Risk, again? Evaluation of the Economic Empowerment
Bill”
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https://www.eventbrite.com/e/virtual-building-bridges-land-rights-at-risk-again-tickets178411261887
00:33:48
Sean Bowler: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGMrGlAHUq0
00:33:55
Sean Bowler: we are joking
00:34:02
Deborah Biber:
Fantastic initiative from the Australia Institute. A real coup in
having this fabulous leader present to us. How incredibly privileged are we! This accent on the
Pacific Island Nations is long overdue. Kudos to you. She is brilliant.
00:34:31
Jennifer Mary:agree
00:34:50
Bernie Ingle: Well said Deborah
00:35:23
Violet Pritchard:
thank you Hon. Fiame Mata'afa for representing the Island
nations of the Pacific.
00:35:50
Sharon Holmes:
An inspiring declaration by this PM from Samoa. Puts
Morrison to shame. Whilst not religious, this is an example of a David and Goliath story. We all
know that Australia is the largest per capita polluter/carbon emitter. How can Morrison consider
not attending COP26? He must attend but from past experiences, he'll be missing in action and let
someone else face the music.
00:37:16
Jennifer Mary:Hey everyone. When this is up on YouTube I'll send the link to PM's
office to give him some ideas for his non-existent plan. I suggest you do the same. If his inbox is
full, he might pay some attention.
00:37:20
Marion Jacka: When is our PM going to stop patronising Pacific Island leaders and
respond to their calls for real action?
00:37:59
Margaret Jolly:
Talofa from the unceded lands of Ngunnawal and Ngambri
peoples Honoured by your staunch leadership in the climate crisis and links to COVID-19 recovery
Congratulations on the plans for Samoa
00:38:09
Darryl Fallow: @Jennifer Mary - I like your idea!
00:38:34
Ian Murray: Greetings from Childers. Please don't overlook Kiribati when
considering global climate changes
00:39:00
Kevin WHITE: At the risk of going off-topic, but this is a rare chance to put to the
PM whether she intends doing something about Samoa being used as an offshore tax haven
(highlighted again in the Pandora Papers).
00:39:02
Kerry Habel: Thanks Margaret Jolly. First Nations Peoples understand
00:39:16
Sen Lealamanua T Autagavaia:
Great speech. Thank you for speaking out and
lead our Blue Pacific to tackle climate
00:39:22
Tassie Metusela:
Talofa lava from Melbourne Australia
00:39:31
Sharon Holmes:
Good thinking Jennifer Mary!
00:39:31
Uani Havea: Thank you for the priorities of Blue Pacific. Indeed we need to start
with our own Blue Pacific and we need the solution from our Aussie neighbour. Thank you Hon.
Fiame.
00:39:32
Jennifer Mary:Dear PM. I think its only Pm Morrison and the coal lobby who aren't
with you. Any suggestions what we might do?
00:39:33
Rhiannon Verschuer: If you have any questions for the Prime Minister or the
panellists, make sure to ask them using the Q&A function now, or upvote other’s questions you’d
like answered.
00:39:35
Peter Emberson:
Vinaka vakalevu PM Mata'afa
00:39:48
Rhiannon Verschuer: A reminder to please keep all comments in the chat on topic –
Thanks!
00:39:48
Glenn O:
Good point, Kevin. All tax havens should be targeted - so many lost
billions
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00:40:37
Francis Ventura:
What a beautiful address. Visionary, inspiring and from a
position of care. May we request you to become Prime Minister of Australia?
00:40:37
Simione Bula: vinaka madam, great message.
00:40:45
Barbara Lyle: Thank you. A privilege to hear from Samoa's President. We can hope
that our PM and all of the members of our Federal Government will finally listen
00:41:55
Kerry Habel: Why is it that the women Prime Ministers in the Pacific are so far
sighted and aware of the issue?
00:42:24
Kana Leya:
Thank You Prime Minister & each of the organisers, Kanaleya CEO
Global Impact Group. Alongside the rise of climate finance, is the rise of social bonds. Are social
bonds for grassroots climate resilience, an area of interest for the Samoan Government & your
respective specialist teams?
00:42:30
Jennifer Mary:Kerry, that's what women do. Not old white men
00:43:31
Faith Siaosi: Beautifully said. It won't achieved overnight but step by step if we are
heading towards a common goal and support each other, we can achieve greatness.
00:44:06
DIVA for Equality:
The Women and Gender Constituency to UNFCCC preCOP
position shared here, including Pacific feminist and women-led groups like DIVA for Equality in Fiji,
FYI: https://womengenderclimate.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/WGC-PreCOP26-Brief.pdf
00:44:09
Sean Bowler: yeah right, let's get Michaela cash as our next PM?
00:44:20
Annette Luders:
Well, if it wouldn't be so sad and tragic, our PM is making
himself, and our country, a laughing stock internationally, AND not having the balls to face up to it,
- staying home from the summit in Glasgow!!!
00:44:31
Jennifer Mary:sorry Sean. Not all women. Some clearly excluded
00:44:39
Sean Bowler: yep!
00:44:41
Annette Luders:
Sean, really?????????
00:44:56
Sean Bowler: gender should't come into it
00:45:16
Sean Bowler: there whole objective is to divide and conquer
00:45:43
Greg ("Darwin", Larrakia country, Australia):
Ha ha. It's a shame that it always
has. Always us "stale pale males". :-(
00:45:48
Minerva Patu: Excellent response from our pacific youth representative
00:45:58
Sherryl Broderick:
Agree with you Sean … but in fact gender does come into it …
00:46:53
George Samia:
gender always comes into it
00:47:22
Annette Luders:
Different gender, different perspective, - all for the good of
all.
00:47:43
George Samia:
emotional intelligence
00:47:45
Maria Tuua: LOVELY speech Hon PM FIAME NAOMI MATAAFA GB, great to be
recognise to support our CLIMATE CHANGE TO emphasizes regulation for our future pacific
00:48:22
Tony Weir: gladys words on the importance of climate change for young people
contrasts with our miniter for environment (sussan ley) who is fighting a court ruling that she owes
a duty care to young people. (case is sharma v minister for environment)
00:48:54
Rhiannon Verschuer: Gladys made a powerful video where she visits her
grandparents home in the Solomon Islands, that is now completely submerged by rising sea levels.
You can watch it here: https://twitter.com/Gladys_H_/status/1430115439653257218 or here
https://www.bbc.com/reel/video/p09lpjnj/is-this-the-first-island-to-vanish-due-to-climatechange00:49:19
Darryl Fallow: Agree with Richie - these are strong powerful voices that we are
hearing. Thank you!
00:50:33
Sen Lealamanua T Autagavaia:
beautiful response from the youth leader. step
by step we can achieve great things if we all work together. action needed urgently as some of the
Islands in the Pacific are drowning by climate change.
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00:50:59
Kenneth Waldron: Gladys, a thoughtful and important message. Young voices
seem to have a better cut through on this issue than the most
00:51:43
Faith Siaosi: Well said PM.
00:52:05
Tassie Metusela:
Yeah Journoes being journos! its their right but well played by
PM
00:52:43
Greg ("Darwin", Larrakia country, Australia):
We don't need "leadership" as
much as we need MORE than ONE day of democracy every three years.
00:53:15
George Samia:
space invaders, shooting gender myths down.
00:54:05
Graham Turvey:
Just as the people of the Pacific are affected by the predicted
rise in the height of the oceans, so are our coastal regions, even our beloved Sydney Harbour/Port
Jackson. I.5 to stay alive for it and us too. History will praise or condemn when it looks back in
2099 about the current leaders' responses.
00:54:41
DIVA for Equality:
A key area of progress at COP25 was the adoption of the
updated 5-year Gender Action Plan(GAP).
However, two years on, without the opportunities of in-person moments to raise ambition and
having been left off the agenda for the virtual dialogues held in June 2021, COP26 must deliver a
strong decision or set of conclusions on pushing forward progress under the Gender Action Plan.
00:55:04
George Samia:
safety, say that louder sister.
00:55:08
Faith Siaosi: Well said Glady's Habu
00:56:54
Darryl Fallow: A virtual tanaloa sounds like a good idea, if people can’t meet in
Glasgow in person.
00:57:23
Faith Siaosi: Yes, virtual meeting and conference is the way now and less cost or
no cost for the attendees.
00:57:37
DIVA for Equality:
As conservers of more than 30% of the world’s land, key to
climate justice is upholding the rights of
Indigenous Peoples as enshrined in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples and respect and implement the principle of Free, Prior and Informed
Consent (FPIC). What does the Prime Minister and all propose on this issue related to climate and
ecological justice, as also central to Pacific concerns, and what do we expect of Australia?
00:58:32
Marion Jacka: So happy to hear about vaccination rates in Samoa. Congratulations!
00:58:40
Deborah Biber:
Wow -vaccination rate is amazing in Samoa. Wish it was the
same in Australia.
00:58:53
Jill biddington:
Talanoas are a great way for emerging leaders who often
aren't the ones chosen to attend expensive international meetings to develop their skills and
expertise.
00:58:57
Dawn GrantSkiba:
Great leadership in the vaccination rollout!
00:58:58
Darryl Fallow: Thanks for update on vaccinations - that is very encouraging!
00:59:14
David Haines: The PM’s democratic response regarding an Australian target is
understandable, but from my perspective (an interested 80 year-old Australian with children and
grandchildren) talk of a zero target by 2050 is too late for everyone on the planet. We have seen
drastic changes to our climate already over the last 30 years - to have any effect on climate change
we need a zero target by 2030. Salutations to my Pacific Island neighbours - I am sorry that the
developed nations, including mine, have let you down so badly.
00:59:25
Margaret Jolly:
Yes Samoa eclipses Australia on vaccination rates!
00:59:33
Marilyn Hillery:
l //.,bvcxz jj+'*-01:00:06
DIVA for Equality:
Yes, we need the fossil fuel non-proliferation treaty!
01:00:46
John Englart: Fossil Fuel Treaty. Get your council or other organisation to endorse
to build momentum https://fossilfueltreaty.org/
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01:01:27
Sabine Kacha: Good question DIVA for Equality, First Nations have been living for
ten thousands of years in harmony with nature and have been excellently taking care of the land.
Now with threats to their lands, with fracking in the NT and elsewhere, destruction of sacred
sites, destroying the land and climate in the process. The UNDRIP has been finally endorsed but
not implemented sadly! FPIC for First Nations people also so important, sadly not respected here
01:01:52
Maria Tuua: great to see our young generation pacific highly support this FORUM
as part of their knowledge to support CLIMATE CHANGE
01:02:20
Annette Luders:
Seems like all AU states and territories are onboard vis-a-vis
action on climate change, - all onboard with the exception of the PM/Government, how bizarre!
01:02:23
Maria Tuua: CONGRATULATION GLADY
01:03:07
Ryan Mihalic: Australia has the capabilities to become a alternative energy
superpower, not only providing clean energy to our Commonwealth but also export energy to our
regional partners around the Asia-Pacific region.
01:03:10
Tassie Metusela:
On the head there Richie!
01:03:38
Annette Luders:
Ryan Mihalic, - absolutely, and no reason why not!
01:04:12
Maria Tuua: FAAMALO lau afioga HON PM FIAME NAOMI MATAAFA VERY PROUD
OF YOUR BEAUTIFUL SPEECH FAAFETAI whats all cover about CLIMATE CHANGE
01:05:03
DIVA for Equality:
To all panellists: We must all urgently ensure that many more,
particularly developed country Parties - will submit new or updated NDCs with 2030 targets ahead
of COP26, or re-submit NDCs with markedly enhanced ambition. And they must have strong
mitigation, human rights and gender considerations. How much and what work is happening to
ensure this happens before COP26 and what is the situation with Australia?
01:05:53
Rhiannon Verschuer: Just a reminder that if you have any questions for the
panellists, to ask them using the Q&A function. You can also upvote other questions you’d like
answered.
01:06:08
Darryl Fallow: Agree Richie - Australia should rejoin the GCF. It is fair that we do and as you mention it has played a key role in the past.
01:06:27
Joanne Swain: Elections are not a reliable way to change government policy on
climate change. As individuals who care deeply, we can only persist in highlighting and therefore
shaming our government's inaction. Activism has never been so important for the future.
01:07:30
Greg ("Darwin", Larrakia country, Australia):
Agreed, @Joanne Swain.
Misinformed elections are feeble in comparison to well-informed, deliberative democracy.
01:07:37
DIVA for Equality:
+++ Yes re crimes against the environment!
01:08:10
Annette Luders:
YESSS, Crimes against the Climate! Australia, guilty as charged,
unfortunately!
01:08:31
Joanne Swain: Ultimately, too many people vote with their hip pocket when push
comes to shove.
01:09:36
Margaret Jolly:
Yes a fossil fuel non proliferation treaty and crimes against
environment. We need these radical ideas given the urgency of the crisis.
01:10:12
Tassie Metusela:
Dont need to "lead the way" just stop leading the emissions
01:10:16
Jill biddington:
lol, Love that answer, "I am not Australian1"
01:10:40
Sen Lealamanua T Autagavaia:
haha...I'm not Australian!! funny!
01:11:04
Anastasia Lei Sam: thank you Gladys, its looking to be a slow process. Slowly but
surely! Faafetai Gladys
01:11:04
Dawn GrantSkiba:
I'm not Australian! Get it?
01:11:42
Minerva Patu: Lol @ PM but agree on Australian joining the green fund
01:11:59
John Englart: 3 new coal projects approved by Environment Minister Sussan Ley in
last month!!!
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01:12:06
Diana Madden:
The UK government is placing an emphasis on the health
effects of climate change to focus people on the extreme threat we face. Flagging the health
effects around the world is a great opportunity.
01:12:07
Jill biddington:
Why does Australia need to lead? We could follow the much
more thoughtful Pacific Leaders who have a much clearer idea of what they need. We can support
but not lead.
01:12:18
Vala O: great question
01:12:35
Ruby Rosenfield:
Thank you H.H. Dalai Lama and H. H. Pope so much for your
initiative in proposing in a fossil fuel non proliferation treaty
01:12:35
Anastasia Lei Sam: Yes pls would like to be home
01:12:37
David Haines: Thank you Prime Minister Fiame Naomi Mata’afa for your eloquent
address and responses. To help individual Australians heighten awareness of the effects of climate
change on Pacific Island nations can your nations
01:12:42
Tura Lewai: They need to stop asking her about what Australia should do,
01:13:19
rowan white: $200 mil is 0.00222222% of $90 billion
01:13:49
Emily Mitchell-Storey:
I agree Jill. Australia and Aotearoa NZ’s biggest
contribution (beyond national change) could be elevating Pacific voices and leadership rather than
speaking over or for the region.
01:13:58
rowan white: whoops, no, it's 2.2%
01:14:20
Minerva Patu: Yes great host thank you
01:14:32
John Englart: Just on climate finance and Australia falling far short:
https://takvera.blogspot.com/2021/09/australian-climate-finance-falling-far.html
01:14:39
Rhiannon Verschuer: If you want an insight into the way in which climate change is
already impacting Pacific communities, Gladys made a video where she visits her grandparents
home in the Solomon Islands, that is now completely submerged due to rising sea levels. You can
watch it here: https://twitter.com/Gladys_H_/status/1430115439653257218 or here
https://www.bbc.com/reel/video/p09lpjnj/is-this-the-first-island-to-vanish-due-to-climatechange01:14:42
Sherryl Broderick:
Thank you everybody … when we visit Samoa lets go by
boat/ship rather than fly!!! Reducing our carbon footprint!!!!
01:14:49
Marion Jacka: Yes thank goodness for the AI forums-they are wonderful.
01:14:54
Jill biddington:
Yes Emily - we have to stop behaving like the people with the
answers when often we are the people who bring the problems
01:14:54
Margaret Jolly:
Wonderful panel! Thanks to you all.
01:15:03
Ryan Mihalic: Jill, if Australia does not take the mantle of responsibility in the face
of this crisis then another Middle or Great Power will. Why should we relegate ourselves to
mediocrity when we have the financial, technological and intellectual power and capabilities to
make a real difference.
Elevate the voices of our Pacific comrades, yes; but to not do our part and lead the charge is not
wise.
01:15:05
Bill Armstrong AO: Thank you Australia Institute.
01:15:09
Ryan Mihalic: But I may be wrong.
01:15:18
Diane Deane: Thank you for a very important discussion particularly with the
Samoan PM.Let’s hope our PM takes up all of Richies points.
01:15:18
David Evans: Interesting session. Thank you Australia Institute (& Ebony in
particular.)
01:15:19
Darriel Jeffree:
Thank you Prime Minister, yours is a voice of reason in
climate discussions.
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01:15:21
Ryan Mihalic: Thank you Australia Institute
01:15:29
Frank Freschi: Thank you Ebony and AI - great insights from PM.
01:15:44
Melissa Stutsel:
Thank you for the great panel and thank you to the Prime
Minister for the great discussion.
01:15:49
Jill biddington:
Ryan we must take responsibility but stop behaving like we
can lead when we can't manage our own problems
01:15:49
Marjorie Rauch:
Thank you everyone. Keep up the struggle and good work.
01:15:55
David Haines: Thank you Rhiannon Verschuer and Gladys - will view it
01:16:03
Tassie Metusela:
Samoa also needs to be an example of reducing emissions and
reliance on fossil fuels
01:16:03
Sen Lealamanua T Autagavaia:
thank you PM Fiame
. thank you
Australia Institute.
01:16:04
David Mac Phail:
Thank you
01:16:05
Deborah Biber:
Fantastic. Thank you Australia Institute. The PM is the kind of
leadership that we in Australia need. Not sure we deserve it tho.
01:16:32
Lasale Cocker: Malo e laumalie Hon Fiame Mata'afa. Thank you to all the panellists,
and the Australia Institute
01:16:37
Alisi Nainoca: Thank you Madam Prime Minister
01:16:39
Helen Hill:
A great panel, hope the Australia Institute can feature more Pacific
Island and small island state speakers.
01:16:41
Vala O: Thank you Hon Prime Minister. Thank you for your work as well Gladys.
Great job panel Australia Institute for your continued work
01:16:42
Alisi Nainoca: Thank you Everyone
01:16:42
DIVA for Equality:
1.5 to stay alive!
01:16:42
Margaret Potts:
Thank you all of the speakers for the discussion today. Thank
you very much Prime Minister for your leadership and Gladys for your advocacy as a younger
person on climate change.
01:16:42
Peter Emberson:
Many thanks PM Fiame and to the panel for the discussions.
Vinaka to the Australian Institute.
01:16:43
Kenneth Waldron: congratulation AI a really topical seminar
01:16:46
Darryl Fallow: Thank you TAI for hosting and to the Hon Fiame Naomi Mata’afa for
her address and Gladys Habu for her comments. We need better interaction and climate
diplomacy to make progress on climate change action. Thanks to Ebony, Richie and Ben.
01:16:47
Margaret Potts:
Margaret
01:16:48
Uani Havea: Mālō 'aupito. Thank you so much for this Webinar on Climate
Change, Australia Insitute. This is so important to our Blue Ocean and I take my hat off to you
Hon. Fiame Naomi Matā'afa.
01:16:53
Darriel Jeffree:
Thank you Australia Institute.
01:16:55
John Englart: There was awesome leadership from Pacific Nations in Paris (I was
priviledged to be there) We (Australia) need to step up and follow Pacific voices
01:17:02
Minerva Patu: Thank you wonderful Samoa PM
01:17:03
Ryan Mihalic: Excellent discussion, now to transform this insight into action on our
parts into the foreseeable future!
01:17:04
Ahmad Masri: Thank you all,and thank you Prime Minister.
01:17:07
Violet Pritchard:
Thank you hosts for a great forum and PM
01:17:13
John Watson: Thank you to all!
01:17:18
Anastasia Lei Sam: Amazing event, thank you to the host and panelists
01:17:19
Maria Tuua: Thank you PM!
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01:17:20
Rhiannon Verschuer: Thanks to all for joining us today and for participating in what
was a great discussion on key regional climate issues, and the urgent commitments and ambition
needed for the Pacific in the leadup to COP26. Thanks very much to Hon. Fiame Naomi Mata'afa
and Gladys for your powerful words.
For details about upcoming webinars and to book head to https://nb.tai.org.au/webinar_series. At
the bottom of the page you can also view our previous webinars in full if you missed any – today’s
webinar has been recorded and will be available at a later date.
Thanks again for joining us!
01:17:20
Tassie Metusela:
Great discussion! thanks all!
01:17:20
Jill Rogerson: Thanks so much again for a really amazing discussion.
01:17:21
George Samia:
Faafetai lava
01:17:22
Kitaila Taleni: Faafetai lava!
01:17:22
Tevvi Bullock: Thank You Australia Institute and Thank you and Congratulations to
the world's wonderful women leaders!
01:17:23
Ieti Davis:
Faafetai tele lava i lou afioga Fiame Naomi Mataafa mo
mea uma lava
01:17:24
Jill biddington:
Thanks all awesome Malo lava
01:17:32
Rosemary Lynch:
Thank you very much
01:17:32
Tassie Metusela:
soifua ia!
01:17:33
Joanne Swain: Thank you Australia Institute.
01:17:37
Maima Koro: Fa'afetai tele Afioga Fiame Mata'afa!
01:17:39
Mark Simpson:
Thank you very much all!
01:17:46
DIVA for Equality:
WDC position: please read and use https://womengenderclimate.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/WGC-PreCOP26-Brief.pdf
01:17:46
George Samia:
Pacific excellence
01:17:50
Ryan Mihalic: Damn shame my question didn't get answered but it was an
insightful discussion nevertheless, I look forward to future webinars!
01:17:59
Sabine Kacha: All welcome to join join Reconciliation for Western Sydney Virtual
Building Bridges on 27 Oct when Jon Altman will be speaking about concerning amendments to
the NT Aboriginal Land Rights Act in his talk “Land Rights at Risk, again? Evaluation of the
Economic Empowerment Bill”
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/virtual-building-bridges-land-rights-at-risk-again-tickets178411261887
01:18:02
DIVA for Equality:
Thank you!

